Chapter 13. Identifying substrates of mRNA decay factors by a combined RNA interference and DNA microarray approach.
The complex control of gene expression has many layers, and the modulation of posttranscriptional events receives more and more attention as a focus of research. In this respect, regulation of mRNA turnover is important, as the differential longevity of an mRNA enables a cell to rapidly alter the abundance of a protein in response to intra- and extracellular signals. While the list of factors known to catalyze or regulate mRNA decay is steadily increasing, the substrate specificities of most of these factors, as well as their precise roles in the degradation of individual mRNAs, have remained elusive. One approach for determining the substrate repertoire of a particular mRNA decay factor involves a genome-wide DNA microarray analysis of mRNAs that accumulate in cells in which the abundance of the respective factor has been reduced by RNA interference. Using the knockdown of the nonsense-mediated mRNA decay factor human UPF2 as a model system, this chapter provides a detailed protocol of how to reduce the abundance of an mRNA decay factor by small interfering RNAs and to determine differential mRNA profiles by a subsequent DNA microarray analysis. Our combined RNA interference/DNA microarray approach, as well as all experimental protocols, can, however, be easily adapted to any mRNA decay factor of interest.